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Riverview Gardens
awarded for work
done with Lawrence

Civic Life Project examines
Fox Valley issues through film

Noah Gunther
Staff Writer

See page 2

Reading period
trips direct
student attention
to future careers
Tina Czaplinska

______________________

On Tuesday, Oct. 14,
Riverview Gardens received
Lawrence's
sixth
annual
Collaboration in Action Award.
The award recognizes Riverview
Garden's contribution to the Fox
Cities community, in collaboration
with Lawrence students.
At Lawrence's annual Report
to the Community, where the
award was presented, University
President Mark Burstein applauded the many ways Riverview has
worked with students.
“The staff at Riverview has
collaborated with Lawrence on a
variety of initiatives ranging from
courses that use the gardens as
a living laboratory to outreach
projects that take classical chamber music beyond the concert hall
and community meetings to foster dialogue on issues of common
concern,” Burstein said.
Sophomore Kobe Lewin
completed the 'earn-a-bike' volunteering program at Riverview.
“I worked for Riverview for about
four to six hours, once a week, for
about a month.” Lewin said. “Aside
from [earning the bike], I worked
at Riverview to better understand
the Appleton community, and to
forge a connection between my
work with [Sustainable Lawrence
University Gardens] and the larger farm ing community.” He went
on to explain “Lawrence is in a
position to help the community
and should continue to play as
large a role in the Appleton community as possible.”
Cindy Sahotsky, executive
director of Riverview Gardens,
summarized the benefit of stu-
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Staff Writer
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Audience views a film during the Civic Life Project viewing.
Photo provided by Nathan Lawrence

On Tuesday evening, Oct. 28,
2014, students of both Lawrence
University and Fox Valley
Technical College (FVTC) joined
community members at the FVTC
commons to screen a series of
short films highlighting issues facing the Fox Valley as part of the
Civic Life Project.
The films, which were
designed to call attention to topics their viewers might not frequently consider, were made by
Lawrence students in the school’s
Civic Life Project course, which
took place last Winter Term. This
year’s lineup included five different movies.

Lawrence
University
President Mark Burstein and
FVTC President Susan May contributed opening remarks and
Catherine Tatge ’72, who taught
the course, gave the closing. Tatge
co-founded the Civic Life Project
with her husband Dominique
Lasseur, and has mentored students at Lawrence in the project
since she brought it to Appleton
in 2012.
After each film was screened,
there was a ten-minute discussion
period, where Lawrence and FVTC
students facilitated conversations
between the community members
in attendance. By including this
discussion period, Tatge hopes to
inspire conversations that continue in the community long after
the event.
The first film, called “Before

Bars,” focused on how more
minorities face imprisonment
and was created by Lawrence
students Logan Beskoon and
Ariela Rosa, as well as Devin
Burri, a 2014 Lawrence graduate. Though conversations about
minority imprisonment are taking
place on a national scale, Rosa
suggested that local conversations
are also particularly important in
Wisconsin.
“Our state is actually number
one in its imprisonment of black
males in the entire nation,” Rosa
explained. “We initially ran into
some trouble finding people to
speak to. We took this difficulty
as a sign that Appleton and the
Fox Cities did not have as big of
a racial profiling problem as the

Brinkmeier discussed how
“small media” are used to disseminate information and empower
rural communities to make positive and sustainable environmental change. Small media include
wall murals, info graphics, posters
and flyers-- pieces that are easy to
access and understand.
Brinkmeier described how
art is a “universal language,”
which can, in many cases, be a
more effective way of spreading
accurate information than social
media.
Referring to the current
Ebola epidemic, Brinkmeier said,
“It’s one thing to tell someone
about a problem that exists. But

what you’re interested in is how
to show people how to avoid it,
what are the symptoms? You can’t
do that on social media.”
Brinkmeier described how he
helped the Cofán people of South
America produce small media
addressing conservation issues
for fellow tribe members, create
land maps and record their histories and mythologies through art.
“Ultimately, we want them to
produce material for themselves,”
Brinkmeier explained. “[These
projects] give them a sense of
identity on their landscape and
give them the power to fight – so
this work is political too.”
Junior Haili Olson, was

pleased that Brinkmeier’s goal
was to train people to use these
communication methods for
themselves. Olson said it was
interesting to learn about “connecting Biology and art and
[using] drawing as a way of communication.”
Brinkmeier hopes that more
students participate in combining
art and science to help “underserved, rural people living all over
the place in Asia, Africa, South
America… there isn’t enough good
information going to them.”
Milwaukee-Downer graduate
Barbara Gray Spoerl and her husband Edward started the Spoerl
Series in 1999. The series is a

Megan Corum
Staff Writer

______________________
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As part of Career Services’
annual reading period trips, students embarked on journeys to
the Twin Cities for Lawrence
Scholars in Business and Chicago
for Lawrence Scholars in Arts and
Entertainment.
“The purpose [of these trips]
was to help [students] get connections and maintain those connections,” Career Services Career
Advisor, Mollie Kaebisch said.
Students with a variety
of majors attended both trips.
An English major attended the
Chicago Business Scholars Trip
while a psychology major attended the Minneapolis Arts and
Entertainment Trip.
“Although the [Arts trip] can
help a composition major learn
how to do that work in the real
world, the ultimate goal is [for
students] to take the skills they
are learning at Lawrence and
apply them to the real world,”
Kaebisch said.
Otter Pinske, a sophomore
and psychology major traveled
to Minnesota, believes that these
goals were met.
“The goals were to expose the
students to a professional environment and get tips from the real
deal adults of the world,” stressed
Pinske.
She also enjoyed the perspectives offered.
“[We saw] that you can make
it as a self-employed musician or
photographer,” said Pinske.
Sophomore Jo-Hanna Rifai,
who joined the Lawrence Scholars
in Business, appreciated the pace

See page 2

Lecture in Spoerl series discusses communication and conservation
Ariela Rosa

For The Lawrentian

____________________________________

THIS

WEEK

On Monday Oct. 27, Dan
Brinkmeier visited Lawrence to
speak about the benefits of combining art and science in a lecture
called “Communication Issues,
Educational Outreach Programs,
and Community Conservation” as
part of the Spoerl Lecture Series.
Brinkmeier is an Adjunct
Field Museum Research Associate
in Zoology, Anthropology, and
Environmental Conservation. He
earned a BFA in Painting from the
University of Illinois and an MS in
Journalism and Communication at
Iowa State University.

component of the Environmental
Studies Symposium, giving students the opportunity to meet
with scientists and other officials
to discuss current environmental
issues.
Students
taking
the
Environmental
Studies
Symposium will create artwork
connected to the idea of conservation, which will be exhibited on
Jan. 16, 2015.
The last lecture of the Spoerl
Lecture Series will take place on
Nov. 11 at 7 p.m. in Steitz Hall
where Lisa Naughton, Ph. D. will
address wolf-human interaction
and conflict in Wisconsin.
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Povolny Lecturer offers a perspective on Russian national identity
Ruby Dickson
Staff Writer

______________________

For its second event of the
annual Povolny Lecture Series
in International Studies–themed
“Nationalism, Succession, and
Intervention” this year—the
Government department invited
Professor David Brandenberger
from the University of Richmond
to give a lecture titled “Joseph
Stalin and the Accidental Creation
of Russian National Identity,” on
Tuesday, Oct. 28.
Associate Professor of
History, Peter Blitstein, introduced the speaker. He informed
the audience that Brandenberger,
a graduate of both Macalester
College and Harvard University,
is a renowned expert in the field
of Russian History and Russian
policy studies, with a particular
focus on archival research.
As a child of Lawrence faculty, Bradenberger grew up in
Appleton and took Lawrence
courses in Russian in his youth.
Brandenberger currently serves
as an Associate Professor of
History and International Studies
at the University of Richmond in
Virginia.
Professor of Government
and Edwin & Ruth West Professor
of Economics and Social Science
Claudena Skran, who is on the
team responsible for organiz-

ing the Povolny Series, said
that the organizers brought in
Brandenberger in order to give
the Lawrence community a historical perspective on Russian
culture and identity, so that they
can better understand the current
crisis in the Ukraine.
Brandenberger’s lecture covered the propaganda blitzes of
the Soviet Communist Party from
1917 until the death of Stalin.
He also discussed how by 1950,
the successive angles pushed by
the ubiquitous propaganda of the
time had crystallized in the minds
of the Russian people and created
a unique perception of identity.
He described how “they can
communicate about what it’s like
to be a Russian for the first time in
Russian history.” Brandenberger’s
lecture emphasized that the cultural elements of propaganda
were instrumental in forming the
way that modern Russians consider themselves. “It is mass culture
which is going to be very decisive in helping people think about
their society,” Brandenberger said.
Brandenberger also stressed
that this conceptualization of
Russia and a Russian national
identity had never existed for the
majority of the region’s population prior to the Russian Civil War,
and that it only came into being
due to a mass rejection of the
Marxist-Leninist ideals of class
struggle and solidarity.
Brandenberger’s title and

Trips

Civic Life

continued from page 1
rest of the state, so it was a blessing as much as it was a curse.”
Rosa was initially inspired
when she took the Civic Life
Project last winter and a speaker
came in to present.
“I was shocked to learn that 1
in 8 black men between the ages
of 18 and 64 are imprisoned in
Wisconsin,” she said. “So I decided
to work with Logan and Devin
in figuring out the factors that
play into such a high statistic, and
that’s how our film was born.”
Another film, by Jaime
Gonzalez, Cynthia Tobias and
Cheyenne Van Dyke, was “Labeled
for Life,” which featured the struggles sex offenders face when trying to reintegrate.
A.J. Williams, along with Kelsi
Brunn-Bryant, a 2014 Lawrence

thesis asserted that the creation of
this national identity was due to a
miscalibration of a political ploy
to mobilize Soviet support during the late 1930s. Soviet media
experts turned to ancient cultural
and historic heroes in order to
largely fabricate a Russian social
and historical narrative, and mass
audiences loved it.
“It’s pragmatic, it’s populist,
and I would argue that this was

World

continued from page 1
of the trip.
“We visited around six firms
in the hope that we would be integrated and immersed as much as
possible,” Rifai said.
Rifai found that, besides networking, the group gained vital
advice.
“We got insight on what we
can do now to prepare us for
when we graduate and if this was
the right path for each of us,” Rifai
said.
According to Kaebisch,these
types of ruminations mark a successful trip.
“We hope to let students
understand what liberal arts
means and what they could eventually do with their future career,“
concluded Kaebisch.

University of Richmond Associate Professor David Bradenberger discusses Russian national identity.
Photo by Hailie Nguyen

a bid to win social support at any
cost,” Brandenberger said.
The event had a relatively
large turnout, with many members of the Appleton community
intermixed with Lawrence students and faculty. Skran called the
lecture “interesting and informative.”
After
the
lecture,
Brandenberger spent much of his
visit to campus speaking with stu-

dents and faculty members about
his field of study, as well as his
personal history at Lawrence. His
visit allowed the Lawrence community to learn from an expert
about what he described as the
“rich cultural tapestry of Russian
history.”

News

Compiled by Nathan Whiteman
INDIA - The Indian Government has
committed to helping Vietnam modernize
its defense system, including expanding
joint military training and a $100 million
loan in an effort to check Chinese assertiveness in the region.
MEXICO- In response to a clash
between protestors and police that resulted
in the disappearance of several students,
50 thousand people are marching in Mexico
City.

graduate, and Brienne Colston,
concentrated on the achievement
gap in Appleton schools with “If
you can’t reach ‘em, you can’t
teach ‘em.”
JaNelle Barnes and Tierra
Masupha also examined schools
by looking at the impact of
domestic violence on student academic performance in “Domestic
Violence and Schools.”
In “Living with Dementia,”
Michael Hubbard and Becky
Dykes, a 2014 Lawrence graduate, focused on the challenges of
both caregivers and those with
dementia.
As she concluded, Tatge
reminded the audience of what
Parker J. Palmer terms the “tragic
gap” between reality and possibility, suggesting audiences should
not be mired in the way things
are now or merely optimistic of
the future but working to create
that future.

GERMANY - Siemens AG is constructing a factory that is entirely automated. It
is part of a project called “Industrie 4.0”
to link factory components together wirelessly, and components under construction
are able to communicate their status to the
factory.

EGYPT - Egypt has begun to clear a
500m buffer zone along its border with
Gaza, destroying abandoned houses, and
clearing out families that live along the 10
km long boundary. In addition, the military
has begun to destroy tunnels that have
been used to smuggle arms from Egypt into
Gaza.

MIDDLE EAST- IS Militants spotted
using advanced Chinese surface to air missiles to take down Iraqi and Syrian helicopters and jets.

UNITED STATES– A rocket that was
taking supplies to the International Space
Station exploded shortly after launching on
Tuesday Oct. 29.

Riverview

continued from page 1
dent volunteering, both for students and for Riverview.
“Many students will take
what they learn at Riverview
Gardens and use it to provide
community, wherever they live.
We are extremely grateful and
humbled by the financial and volunteer support we receive from
Lawrentians.” she said.
Lawrence is one of only two
Wisconsin schools to be recognized
every year by the Corporation for
National and Community Service
in Washington, D.C, since the
honor roll program was started
in 2006.
Since 2010, when the award
was established, recipients have
included the Boys & Girls Club

of the Fox Cities in 2013, the
Appleton Area School District
in 2012, YMCA of the Fox Cities
in 2011, and the Mielke Family
Foundation in 2010.
When the award was presented last year, Chief Professional
Officer of the Boys & Girls Club
Greg Lemke-Rochon spoke about
the efforts of Lawrence students.
“The contributions have been
many. They’ve surprised us by
their generosity and creativity,
and they’ve made the lives of those
we serve richer and brighter.”
Jaime Kriewaldt, Director
of Youth Development Services
at the Boys & Girls Club, further
explained the benefits of student
volunteering. “LU volunteers are
able to support our art, education, and career development
programs by incorporating their
talents by helping our staff take

the program/activities to the next
level, a win–win for our youth.”
“The community also loves
making new connections with LU
students. They are so instrumental in getting projects completed,
not to mention the great opportunity to burst the LU bubble, it
really is a great time for the community to get to interact with passionate youth,” Megan Occhino, a
Lawrence junior and the Student
Staff Coordinator at the Lawrence
Volunteer Center, explained.
Occhino
concluded
by
explaining why volunteering is so
important to her.
“I am such a strong advocate
for volunteering, not only because
it’s a part of my job, but because
I really believe that volunteering
has helped me be a more rounded
individual.”
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Party Culture

with M.S. Hubbard

Sarah Wagner
Columnist

_______________________

Dear Sarah,
I haven’t been to a big house
party on campus yet and I heard
through my gossip train that
Co-Op House always throws a
big Halloween party. Is this true?
What’s it like? What should I do to
make sure I stay safe?
- Single and Ready to Safely
Mingle
Dear Single,

Tr i c k o r t r e a t ?

AROUND THE WORLD
IN EIGHT ISSUES
Fes, Morocco
Margaret Ward
Copy Editor

_____________________________________________

One of the perks of the
International Study Abroad
(ISA) program in Granada, Spain,
comes in October when the program offers a trip to Morocco.
The day of the departure, I made
the dark trek through the streets
of Granada at 4 a.m. to meet the
coach bus in the center of the city.
We rolled out of Granada under

stars, and arrived at the Gibraltar
Strait as the sun was pushing
up from the sea. A ferry took us
across to Morocco, and during the
trip we all waited dutifully in line
as officials checked and stamped
our passports.
The bus ride stretched out
for hours, and I passed the time
in a Dramamine-induced slumber,
moving in and out of consciousness to look out the windows at
a dusty landscape. We stopped

for lunch at a gas station, but I
ate the sandwich I had packed
instead. Our instructors had told
us to avoid any unbottled water,
as well as any raw vegetables or
fruits that may have been washed
with tap water. I wasn’t taking any
chances.
Finally, we arrived in Fes,
which is the third largest city in
Morocco. The hotel was beautiful—all marble and chandeliers in

See page 12

QUESTION MARK

Why should I attend the D-Term? I will be tired after Fall Term, the
weather will be terrible, the credits will not apply towards my major
and even the subsidized rate is too expensive for me. Can the term
really be that beneficial to me?
dent, my hope is that Lawrentians
will find the D-Term to be an
opportunity for intellectual
engagement without the pressure of a full course load in the
company of wonderful faculty
and peers. My biggest regret
is that we do not have the
financial capacity for aid at
this time.
This is a pilot program,
and I hope that students
will give feedback directly
to Provost Dave Burrows, my
Special Assistant, Eilene HoftMarch, Milwaukee-Downer
College and College Endowment
Association and Professor of
French, or me.

U
lL

Po

Many students and parents have
approached me and others with interest in having more opportunities for
academic experiences outside of the
standard class schedule. In particular,
the desire has been for this activity
to occur during breaks—especially
between fall and winter term.
Learning experiences are not, nor should they be,
solely in the service of completing a major or minor.
At the heart of a Lawrence education is the hope each
Lawrentian leaves prepared for success in a rapidly
changing world.
D-Term courses are designed to provide students
an opportunity to take part in the incredible creativity
of our faculty, take a program to prepare for a business
career, or earn a certification in support of their personal interests or an academic pursuit.
While these courses will not be a fit for every stu-

Co-Op House does in fact
always throw a Halloween party
and if you play your cards right, it
can be a lot of fun. Here are a few
tips I’ve picked up over the years
to navigate the loud, sweaty atmosphere that are Lawrence house
parties.
Bring earplugs. House parties, unlike most fraternity parties
in the quad, almost always feature
live campus bands. It’s great—
you get to see Lawrentians from
the con and the college show off
their musical prowess in a venue
that isn’t as rigid as conservatory concerts. The consequence
is the volume. These bands are
loud. The Union Street houses are
zoned as single family residences,
not concert halls and definitely
not stages for ska bands or drum
ensembles. I always forget to
bring my earplugs and I always
regret it. If you don’t want to run
out to Walgreens to buy your own
pair, the Conservatory office has
some foam ones for free.
Don’t forget your coat. It’s
Halloween, you’re at college and
you finally get the opportunity
to rock that sexy lobster costume
your mom never let you wear in
high school. Except you also chose
to go to school in Wisconsin and

What are your opinions on the newly-introduced December Term?
Total Votes: 51

the weather is really cold. I know
sexy lobsters don’t wear black
pea coats and they most certainly
don’t hold onto them while they
are dancing and rocking out, but
sexy lobsters can get pneumonia.
As fall turns into winter, it starts
getting below freezing around
1 a.m., and that walk between
Co-Op and your dorm will be very
long and very cold.
Go with some friends. The
buddy system works great in
elementary school and at college
parties. It’s always a good idea
to plan to go to a party with at
least one other person that you
trust and who will watch out for
you. Parties are dark places, and
houses have a lot of corners in
them. Assault should not happen,
but sadly, it is still a serious problem on our campus and in the
world as a whole. However, that is
a column for another day. Arrive
with a group of people and leave
with the same group of people.
Or if you consciously make the
decision to leave with someone
else, tell your friends where you
are going.
Watch your fluid intake.
Community punch bowls are
always a bad idea. You never
know what is in them, how much
of what is in them, or if someone bothered to wash that kiddy
pool they bought at the thrift shop
with soap and water before they
decided to pour alcohol in it. Don’t
accept drinks made by people you
don’t know. If you set your drink
down for an extended period of
time, don’t go back for it. House
parties are one of those situations
where you do in fact want to be
drunk before the party; if you
want to get intoxicated, do so in a
safe space beforehand.
Send in your questions to
wagners@lawrence.edu and
have them answered by Sarah,
a double-degree student in
her fifth year at Lawrence
University.

www. l awr enti an
.c o m

It is a bad idea.
4%

It is a great idea and I want
to participate.
8%

It is a great idea but I do not
want to participate.
It has potential but needs
19%
modifications.
69%
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Men’s Soccer gets back-to-back wins over weekend
Jenny Angeli
Staff Writer

______________________

On Saturday, Oct. 25, the
Men’s Soccer team shut down
Beloit College in the first of two
weekend games. The Vikings won
a very hard-fought match at their
own Whiting Field against the
Bucs.
The first half consisted of
fast-paced and high-pressure play
by both teams. Neither team was
able to find the back of the net
during the first 45 minutes. Being
a Midwest Conference (MWC)
match-up, both teams were hungry for the win.
Just 18 minutes into the second half, Lawrence was able to get

on the board. Senior Joe Cullen
shot a rocket into the back of
the net from point-blank range on
assists from freshman Sodai Ishii
and sophomore Mike Deremo.
Not even 10 minutes later,
freshman Lewis Berger scored
off of sophomore Nick Huth’s
rebound. His first career goal gave
Lawrence the 2-0 lead over the
Buccaneers.
Lawrence sealed the victory in the 77th minute of play,
when senior Santiago Alvarez
scored again for the Vikings on an
assist from sophomore Dominic
Pasquesi. Overall, Lawrence outshot Beloit 24-2.
This impressive offensive
performance was mirrored by
amazing defensive play from the
Vikings’ sophomore goalkeeper

Joe Krivit. Krivit made an outstanding save to give Lawrence
a shut-out win. This game was
the Vikings last MWC match of
the season, leaving them with a
record of 2-6-2 in conference play
and an eighth place standing.
While conference play may
have come to a close, the Vikings
still had another game to play. On
Monday, Oct. 27, the Vikings traveled down to River Forest, Ill. to
take on the Cougars of Concordia
University Chicago.
The game started in a similar
fashion to the Beloit game. Again,
the first half consisted mostly of
back-and-forth play. With just
39 seconds left in the first half,
senior Ollie Newsom scored for
the Vikings off of a penalty kick,
giving them the 1-0 lead heading

long touchdown to give them a
26-0 lead after the first quarter.
The Macalester defense
took it from there. They held
the Vikings to 238 yards of total
offense, including just 26 rushing yards. The Vikings had a few
opportunities to score, but could
not get on the board.
The Vikings turned it over on
downs in the second quarter after
driving down to the Macalester 21
yard line. The Vikings had another
chance in the third quarter when
they drove down to the one-yard
line. However, the Macalester
defense came up with the goal
line stand and forced another
turnover-on-downs. The Scots
ended up winning by a final score
of 33-0.
Notable performers for the
Vikings included freshman receiver Cole Erickson, who caught six
passes totaling 111 yards, and
senior defensive back Dan Taylor,
who led the team with 15 total
tackles.
“We started off slow and
didn’t execute at the start,” said
sophomore cornerback Nick
Ulloa. “We adjusted and played
better in the second half, but still

need to work on finishing drives.
We’re going to learn from it and
focus on our next game.”
The Vikings will look to snap
their current two-game losing
streak when they return home
this week for their last home
game of the season and take on St.
Norbert College.
“We’ve been looking forward
to this game. We are excited since
it is our last home game with the
senior class and it will be under
the lights. It is a rivalry game and
we want to make our seniors’ last
home game one to remember,”
finished Ulloa.

into the second half.
Just under 15 minutes into
the second half, Berger scored an
unassisted goal for the Vikings,
making it his second goal of the
weekend. Five minutes later,
senior captain Cameron Pieper
scored off an assist from Newsom
to give the Vikings a 3-0 lead.
But the Cougars were on their
heels, trying to make a come-back.
They were able to get one point
off of a goal scored by DeAndrew
McLaurin. With that, the Vikings
walked away with their second
win of the weekend, and their
third win of the season.
The soccer season is coming
to a close with the last game this
Saturday, Nov. 1, at 12 pm against
UW-Superior.

BY THE
NUMB3RS

12:1
The ratio by
which LU Men’s
Soccer outshot
Beloit College on
Saturday.

Football team falls to MWC newcomers Women’s Soccer goes 1-1
CJ Revis

Staff Writer

_______________________

The Lawrence Football
team traveled to St. Paul, Minn.
this past weekend to take on
the Scots of Macalester College.
This is Macalester’s first year in
the Midwest Conference (MWC)
North Division. The newcomers
came into the game with a 2-0
record in conference and a 6-1
record overall. Meanwhile, the
Vikings were looking to improve
on their 1-1 conference record
and their 2-4 overall record.
The Scots took control on
their first possession. On the second play of the game, Macalester
quarterback Samson Bialostok
broke off a 57-yard run for a
touchdown to give the Scots an
early 7-0 lead. Two plays after
forcing the Vikings offense to a
three and out, Samson threw a
64-yard touchdown pass to
receiver Garrett Eichhorn.
The Scots continued their
dominance in the first quarter
by scoring a field goal, recording
a safety and registering another

Freshman Sportlight: Cross Country

Devin Ditto

For The Lawrentian

____________________________________

Every week, I sit down with
one freshman varsity athlete to
learn about their transition to collegiate sports. This week, I spoke
with Janey Degnan, runner on the
cross-country (XC) and track &
field teams.
Where are you from? What
drew you to Lawrence?
Grosse Pointe, Michigan. It
was the combination of the academic programs, the fact that
there was a cross country and
track team that I could compete
on, and I could also be in the

orchestra while doing all of these
things.

How old were you when you
started running?
I did a track camp over the
summer in like 3rd grade. I continued into middle school and
freshman year of high school with
just track. Then, from sophomore
year until senior year, I did both
cross country and track.

You are also planning on doing
track & field this year. What do
you hope to bring from your
Cross Country training into the
track and field season?
During track, I’m a sprinter.

My best events are the 200m and
400m. The training for sprinting
is very different from cross country, which is more about distance
and endurance. However, I believe
that doing XC and building up my
endurance is extremely helpful in
the 400m dash, which is the longest sprint. I think doing XC will
give me a little edge over athletes
who do sprint training all fall.
Can you tell me your favorite
memory so far this season?
Pre-season was a lot of fun…
and getting to know everyone. It
didn’t take long to feel like a part
of the team. I can’t just pick one
moment.

Clare Bruning
Staff Writer

______________________

Last weekend, the Lawrence
University Women’s Soccer team
closed their conference season
with dynamic home games against
Beloit College (4-12-1, 1-8 MWC)
and St. Norbert College (7-8-1,
5-2-1 MWC), recording a win and
a loss.
On Saturday, Oct. 25, the
Buccaneers came to Appleton to
take on the Vikings at Whiting
Field West. From the start,
Lawrence was in control, firing
several attempts on the Beloit goal
until one found its mark nine minutes into the game.
Junior Genna Matt scored this
first point off assists by senior
Keli Muchowski and freshman Eva
Tourangeau. The Vikings continued to dominate the rest of the
period, logging 11 shots to Beloit’s
1.
The scoreboard remained
untouched at 1-0 until 16:22 into
the second half, when Muchowski
launched a goal of her own
into the Beloit net. Sophomore
Casey Merkle was credited with
the assist. The Buccaneers managed to narrow the shot margin
to 7-5 in the second half, still in
Lawrence’s favor. Senior goalkeeper Dani Glass made 4 saves
to pick up the shutout; senior Alex
Spirov made 8 for Beloit.
“There was a nice energy on
the field that we’ve been trying to
find all season,” said junior Kirstin
Edwards. “We connected really
well offensively and switched
things up a bit with the lineup.
Genna Matt, for instance, played
as a forward and scored in the
first minutes. That was cool.”
Sunday, Oct. 26, brought
beautiful weather and a tougher
challenge for the Lady Vikings.
Again on home turf, Lawrence
hosted No. 1 ranked St. Norbert
College and put up an admirable
fight against such an intimidating
opponent.

LET’S GO VIKINGS!

The Vikings had a hard time
in the first half; the Green Knights
soundly outshot them 14-2.
Although the Lawrence defense
worked hard to ward off these
attempts, a breakaway in the 18th
minute resulted in a St. Norbert
goal.
Going into the second half
down 1-0, the Vikings lit a fire in
their eyes that raged through the
rest of the game. The Lawrence
women possessed the ball more
and got a chance to work with an
offensive momentum they lacked
in the first half.
St. Norbert’s defense shut
down several strong attempts,
and the Vikings were unable to
capitalize on their revitalized
aggression. Lawrence outshot the
Knights 6-5 in the second half, but
the final score remained at 1-0.
Glass took the loss with 8 saves.
“The one goal was an unlucky
defensive error,” said Edwards.
“But again, we connected really
well, and the team chemistry is
the best it’s been in a long time. It
was a good way to end our conference play.”
This last pair of games
brings the Vikings’ final record
to 5-11-2 (3-5-2 MWC), finishing
eighth in the conference. The last
women’s soccer competition for
the 2014 season will be a home
reserve game against Finlandia on
Saturday, Nov. 1, at 2 pm.

The Vikings jump-started their offense
by moving junior Genna Matt to forward.
Photo courtesy of Blizzard Graphics
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Athlete of the Week
Pablo Morales

Joe Krivit: Men’s Soccer
Joe Krivit, a sophomore out of St. Paul, Minn., recently helped the LU Men’s Soccer team to two straight shutouts. Krivit has only conceded one goal in the past three games, resulting in two wins and a tie. In this interview, he talks about FIFA, the English Premier
League, and adjusting to a young but talented team.
Pablo Morales: You’ve had a couple of shutout games in the past week or so—that’s pretty great. You must be getting along well with your back
line.
Joe Krivit: Yeah, absolutely. I don’t think a goalkeeper could be successful without a good defense in front of him. We have a young defense, but
pretty experienced at this point in the season. We’ve definitely hit our stride; we’re all on the same page. Two clean sheets in a row was nice,
and in the third game, we let one slip by us unfortunately against Concordia. Nonetheless, defense has been one of our strengths.

PM: Is it a pretty consistent group of starters?
JK: Yeah, our center backs are Nick Huth and Lewis Berger. Nick’s a sophomore and Lewis is a freshman, so we’ve got young talent there.
They’ve been starting all season. Dominic Pasquesi is our typical starting wingback, and Sean Salansky got hurt but was playing a lot in the
back. Aaron Sutton has gotten a lot of time as well, and all in all, it’s a talented young group.
PM: It sounds like it’ll be a great defense down the road as well.
JK: Yeah, definitely. We struggled a bit earlier in the season with just being on the same page as each other, but as the season has gone on, it’s
been very rare that we let in more than one goal per game.

PM: I’m sure there were big adjustments at the beginning of the season with some new players on the team.
JK: Our captain and center back last year graduated, and left a big hole to fill, but Lewis
Berger has done a great job starting in that spot since the first game. He’s a great one-on-one
defender, and he’s a great ball winner in the air, as is Nick Huth. There’s a learning curve for all
of us; we stuck together through some bad games and that has helped us out in the long run.

PM: Is the team getting along well?
JK: Absolutely. I would say that’s our biggest strength. There are never fingers being pointed.
When we win, we know it’s because we played well together, and when we lose, it’s because
all failed in certain aspects. In that regard, it’s made the season a lot more enjoyable because
we were able to stick together through some rough games. That’s hard to find on a lot of teams.
PM: When did you start playing soccer?
JK: I’ve played soccer pretty much since I could remember. I played forward at first, but wasn’t
very fast and never passed the ball, so I became a goalkeeper freshman year of high school.

PM: Did you have any role models growing up?
JK: Timmy Howard. There are so many great goalkeepers nowadays, and we have one of the
best here on the U.S. National team. I follow him pretty closely with Everton too.

Krivit has a .809 save percentage so far this season.
Photo courtesy of Blizzard Graphics

PM: Does it help being able to watch a professional goalie and picking up tips or techniques
from it?
JK: It does. As a goalkeeper, you have to rely so much on instincts, like knowing where you are
and where your feet should be, so watching how goalies react to different situations is important, because I can train myself to do those things as well.

PM: The last game of the season is this Saturday against UW Superior. Any goals for the game?
JK: Hopefully to allow no goals, and getting to send the seniors off on a high note with a win.

Ultimate Frisbee appeals to broad student base
Henry Geraghty
For The Lawrentian

____________________________________

Each year, the Lawrence
Men’s and Women’s Ultimate
Frisbee teams have proven themselves to be important facets of
recreational sports culture on
campus.
Ultimate appeals to a wide
range of students that come
together to participate in its fun
and easy-going, yet competitive
atmosphere.
The men’s and women’s
teams advertise themselves to
people of all skill levels. Fall Term
is dedicated to teaching new players the game’s fundamentals and
preparing them for competitions
later on in the year.
“Our goal is to make sure
everyone is on the same page in
terms of Ultimate ability, and in
terms of fluidity of practicing,”
said sophomore men’s team captain Daniel Wear. “Our goal is to
teach everyone what to do on the
field and figure out what position
everyone best fits in.”

Both ultimate teams practice
three times a week - Mondays,
Wednesdays and Thursdays - and
have a scrimmage each Saturday.
Additionally, Ultimate players
often meet outside of regular practice times to play different types
of recreational frisbee games.
One such game is called
Urban, a disc golf game that winds
throughout Lawrence campus.
They play every Friday afternoon
and invite any and all Lawrence
students to participate.
Over these past ten years,
collegiate level Ultimate has been
steadily increasing in popularity
across the United States, with over
14,000 competitors playing today.
Just five years ago, USA
Ultimate, the governing body for
the sport, instated a formal season
for Division III competitors. This
is one of several factors that has
steadily changed Ultimate from a
purely recreational sport to something more competitive.
A big result of this change
is the emphasis on more tournaments between teams. Most tour-

naments are university-hosted
competitions that draw in dozens
of other teams to play.
The Lawrence Ultimate teams
try to schedule three tournaments
in each term. This term, they’ve
participated in one tournament
at Steven’s Point, with plans to
participate in one in-door tournament this upcoming Winter Term.
Every Spring Term, the team
travels to South Carolina to compete against over 48 different
teams. This is easily the largest
tournament they compete in all
year.
Wear expressed his personal
excitement for the South Carolina
tournament. “It’s a great ultimate
vibe in the area there,” Wear said.
“A really wide scope of people
show up to these kinds of tournaments, and not only does that
introduce you to new people, it
introduces you to other strategies that you weren’t aware of.
Competitions like these really
help you grow as a player.”

STANDINGS
WOMEN’S SOCCER
TEAM
MWC
OVR
Lake Forest
9-0
17-0
Grinnell
6-2-1
10-6-1
Ripon
6-2
10-6
Carroll
5-2-2
6-8-2
St. Norbert
5-2-1
7-8-1
Cornell
4-5
8-8-1
Illinois
3-3-2
9-5-2
Lawrence
3-5-2
5-11-2
Monmouth
2-7
4-13
Beloit
1-8
4-12-1
Knox
0-8
3-12
MEN’S SOCCER
TEAM
MWC
Knox
9-0
Lake Forest
5-2-2
Carroll
5-2-1
Illinois
5-3-1
Monmouth
5-3-1
St. Norbert
3-2-3
Grinnell
3-2-3
Lawrence
2-6-2
Beloit
2-6
Cornell
1-6-1
Ripon
0-8

OVR
14-2
6-9-2
7-7-2
9-6-2
7-9-1
9-4-3
7-3-5
3-11-3
2-13
3-11-2
2-13-1

VOLLEYBALL
TEAM
MWC
Cornell
9-0
St. Norbert
7-1
Carroll
6-2
Ripon
5-2
Lake Forest
6-3
Lawrence
5-4
Illinois
4-6
Grinnell
2-5
Knox
2-7
Monmouth
1-8
Beloit
0-9

OVR
18-6
13-13
10-16
15-9
12-14
9-16
7-16
8-17
4-24
7-21
3-21

Statistics are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
and are current as of
Oct. 29, 2014.

Weekend Events
Cross Country
MWC Championships

Lawrence

MWC

Where:
Reid Municipal
Golf Course
When:
Sat., Nov. 1, 11 a.m.

Volleyball
UW-Superior

Lawrence
Where:
Whiting Field
When:
Sat, Nov 1, Noon
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Marian Anderson’s 1941 Lawrence concert brought to life
Anh Ta

For The Lawrentian

______________________________________________

Last Sunday, Oct. 26, the audience at the
Lawrence Memorial Chapel was taken back
in time to experience Marian Anderson’s
historic concert as it may have been on Dec.
5, 1941. In conjunction with the traveling
exhibit “A Stone of Hope: Black Experiences
in the Fox Cities,” the tribute concert brings
yet another important puzzle piece of the
African-American narrative to life.
Featuring the entire repertoire of her
concert at the same venue in 1941, the
concert began at 4 p.m. with a great turnout
of community members and Lawrentians
alike. Associate Professor of Music Karen
Leigh-Post gave the introduction and performed along with fellow Professor of Music
Teresa Seidl and numerous Lawrence alum-

ni. The first half of the show was devoted
to operatic pieces, while the second half
featured spirituals, and each piece was performed exactly as Anderson had performed
it on December 5, 1941. This concert is a
continuation of the partnership between
the museum and Lawrence University in
the research and presentation of “A Stone of
Hope” exhibit. Two months after the exhibit
opened for the public in June of 2014, Matt
Carpenter, Executive Director of the History
Museum came up with the idea.
“I keep hearing different versions of
the Marian Anderson story,” Carpenter said.
“The story itself has taken on such a mythological stature here in Appleton that even
though she wasn’t a person who was trying to live in this community and fight the
day-to-day battle with racism, she was the
community emblem for a time when racism
was really strong.”

Just like the traveling exhibit, the concert is part of a collective effort to make the
African American story much more accessible to the public. According to Carpenter,
this is a goal yet to be achieved, but much
progress has been made, both by the exhibit
and the concert.
“Previous to the exhibit, there were a
lot of ill-informed ideas about the Fox Cities
and Appleton’s racial past,” he said. “I think
generations have forgotten that there was
a time when black families weren’t welcomed. We have the tendency to think that
if we have no memory of it in our life, we
haven’t heard our parents talk about it, then
there is no reality.”
However, accessibility is not adequate.
The uniqueness and entertainment quality of the storytelling also plays a part.
Creativity is now another item on a historian’s job description checklist, as they

often have to come up with an interesting
hook, or a creative presentation of their
ideas. Reading off the walls of museums
and listening to lecture-based tours have
become old-fashioned.
“A concert is something people like to
go to,” said Antoinette Powell, music librarian and associate professor at Lawrence
University. “They came to the concert, and
then to the reception to view the exhibit. So
I think the combination of making people
aware of the concert and come to the concert and then they go to the exhibit is just a
really positive experience.”
When asked the reason why such a
conventional presentation like a concert
was used, Powell gave a proud smile.
“Music is the universal language. I have
to end with a cliché, because it’s true.”

Jack-o-lanterns spotted around campus spread the Halloween spirit.
Photos by Billy Liu

International students share perspectives on Halloween
Regan Martin
Staff Writer

______________________________

Every country in the world has its
fair share of unique traditions and holidays, and the United States in no exception. Every fall, people of all ages celebrate
Halloween. A time to dress up in costumes,
eat candy, carve pumpkins and watch scary
movies, the traditions and idiosyncrasies
of Halloween can be an odd thing to wrap
your head around if you didn’t grow up taking part in them.
Lawrence’s international students
have a particularly unique perspective on

Davis

continued from page 10
between.
From personal observation, when
the pretend businessmen and politicians I
know take their jobs too seriously, they forget the intrinsic enjoyment of role-playing
that this school can so readily offer us. Then
everybody finds less enjoyment, too.
We’re still young. It’s our job to experiment. It’s our responsibility to try out roles
that will suit us later. We forget all too
quickly that, one day, we won’t hold those
positions anymore. We’ll graduate. Even
if the club you run is trying to save the
world, even if your organization is trying
to be the best of its breed, we still are just,
to an extent, playing pretend for a bigger
business, a more expansive non-profit or a
government.
That’s not to say that there isn’t value
in being a great pretend general or CEO, or
that we shouldn’t have ambitions. In fact,
having the drive to achieve role-played
ambitions is an immense measure of

the holiday in general, as well as how the
Lawrence community celebrates it.
While the holiday may initially seem
very odd to some students, it is still often
relatable to celebrations from their home
countries.
“Halloween is totally new for me. As far
I have known about it, it seems fun,” Nijesh
Upreti, a freshman from Nepal said. “For
what I can relate to, it is more like a festival
called Lakhe Nach in Nepal where people
dress up like demons and put on huge
masks and dance in some peculiar fashion.”
But the pervasiveness of Halloween in
movies and television shows make it seem
less foreign, and allows people from all over
the globe to have an understanding of the
responsibility.
Being able to set goals for an organization that you will no longer be a part of in
a few short years is impressive at least. It
isn’t, however, a reason to take the role too
seriously. Your ability to manage a mock
business or government effectively is the
best way to show that you can manage a
real business or government years later as
a professional.
I’ve personally made errors in the past
as a leader on this campus, some to laziness, some due to neglecting details and
failing to communicate with officers and
fraternity brothers, but in hindsight that
failure will have little impact on the school
and on the people concerned with my decisions. What is important is that I learned
how to better play the part of a leader when
faced with a new important decision.
Role-playing is one of the greatest
privileges we have here and it’s up to us as
the role-players to decide how much our
pretend success or failure will define our
character, our growth and the quality of our
time spent here at Lawrence.

holiday and its traditions before they actually experience it first-hand. Sophomore
Abedin Rafique, who hails from Bangladesh,
said that before he celebrated the holiday,
he knew about it from movies and social
media and so on, but experiencing it was
different.
“I think it is a great way for community members to come together. Last year
in Plantz, they did a haunted house that was
phenomenal. The guys put in like a week of
work just to create it and it was fun for the
visitors and the people who organized it,”
Rafique said.
“I still don’t understand the idea of
pumpkins, but I can’t complain about the
desserts,” he added.

Johnson

continued from page 10
ed as a prank.
The problem Yik Yak presents is clear.
The app provides a mask, or rather a cloak
of invisibility, for bullies and ill-intentioned
people to hide behind. And while scrolling
through your Yik Yak feed at Lawrence you
might not come across any threats or racist
or homophobic comments, what you will
find is a considerable amount of distasteful
posts that don’t represent the Lawrence
University student body in a positive light.
There are a fair share of posts that
are appropriate, that share what life at
Lawrence is like—being sleep deprived,
not getting any work done over Reading
Period or critiquing Bon Appétit on occasion. These posts are not problematic, and
perhaps they do allow a sense of community to be created virtually among Lawrence
students, as the makers of Yik Yak intended.
However, the sexually explicit comments and the talk of being drunk negative-

But while the traditions might have
seemed odd, Rafique stressed that it wasn’t
a difficult holiday for him to participate in
for the first time.
“I think that for international students
it’s a very easy American tradition to get
involved with, and it brings a lot of people
together.”
So whether you’re entering into your
second decade of participating in Halloween
festivities, or it’s your first time entirely, it’s
always a good idea to get out and see what
Lawrence and the wider Appleton community has to offer on October 31 this year,
even if it seems a little bit strange.
ly reflect students at Lawrence. Although
these comments might be directed toward
a very close group of friends, no student
would publicly attach their name to such
comments.
On a general level, Drake University
Professor Nancy Berns says it best: “There
is an element of dehumanization to it.
When you strip away that human contact,
there is a tendency to stop thinking about
the receiver of your message as another
person with a life and feelings.”
Within the “Lawrence Bubble,” problems such as bullying and threats may not
be an issue, but users still need to keep
in mind the image they are projecting of
Lawrence University and its student body.
Lawrence users need to think about the
reception of their posts by other users so as
to avoid the controversies other campuses
across the nation have faced.
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Secret Lives of the Mudd Library employees: Part One
Ollin Garcia Pliego

University Archivist and Assistant Professor Erin K. Dix

Staff Writer

______________________________

Built in 1974 and named after
Dr. Seeley G. Mudd, whose estate
financed the construction of the
building, Lawrence’s library is a
fundamental part of the university’s academic life. According to the
Lawrence’s website, the Mudd—as
some members choose to call it—
comprises a “permanent collection of
over 390,000 books and periodicals;
340,000 government documents;
1,750 periodical subscriptions;
15,650 music scores and 124,000
videotapes, recordings and microfilms items.” Here, we introduce
some of the staff members whose
work help students and faculty to
access the materials needed for academic and sometimes cultural and
entertainment purposes.

Photos by Billy Liu

Ollin García: What’s your hometown and where were you
born?
Erin Dix: My hometown [and birthplace] is Waukesha,
Wis.
OG: When did you start working at the Mudd?
ED: In November of 2010.
OG: What’s your main task as an archivist?
ED: As the university archivist I manage the university
archives…the archives is responsible for helping people
learn about Lawrence’s history and we do that through
collecting, preserving and making accessible the…raw
material about history, so all kinds of cool stuff.
OG: What did you do before joining the library?
ED: I was in [graduate] school at UW–Madison. I have a
Master of Arts in Library and Information Studies with a
specialization in archives and records administration.
OG: I understand that you are a Lawrence alumna. What
was your major and when did you graduate?
ED: I graduated in 2008. I did a double major in History
and Music.

Circulation Services Supervisor Cynthia M. Patterson

Circulation/Interlibrary Loan Assistant
Andrew M. McSorley
Ollin García: What’s your hometown and where were you
born?
Andrew McSorley: My hometown is Appleton, Wis., and I
grew up here. I was born [here], specifically at St. Elizabeth’s
Hospital.
OG: When did you start working at the library?
AM: I started working here last summer, in August of 2013.
OG: What did you do before joining the Mudd?
AM: I was actually finishing graduate school. I was doing
a Master of Fine Arts. I was studying Creative Writing at
Southern Illinois University. So while I was a student there, I
was also teaching various writing classes.
OG: Have you published some of your writings? If so, how can
we access them?
AM: I have published. I have a book written out that’s not
published yet but it’s making the rounds through contests. I’ll
see if it lands anywhere.
OG: What’s your main task as a circulation/interlibrary loan
assistant?
AM: This is a two-part job. I handle all of the interlibrary
loan requests…anything that we don’t hold in our library…
that students, staff and faculty might want. I request it from
other libraries everywhere within the U.S. [including Alaska,
Hawaii and Puerto Rico] and Canada. And sometimes we’ll
get electronic articles. I got a couple from Germany last year.

Ollin García: What’s your hometown and where were you born?
Cynthia Patterson: I was raised in Eagle, Wisconsin, not to be confused with Eagle River. I was
born in Milwaukee.
OG: When did you start working at the library?
CP: I started working in the library, at the Mudd, in July of 1990.
OG: Where did you work previously?
CP: Previously, I taught in elementary school, particularly at the fourth and fifth grade levels. I
taught in Oshkosh.
OG: What’s your main task as a circulation services supervisor?
CP: To make sure that all the materials in the library are where they are supposed to be so that
everyone has access to them.
OG: What’s your funniest memory at the library?
CP: That’s difficult, there’ve been so many. I think one of the funniest memories I have is the time
when we all, the staff in the library at the time, bought brown t-shirts—a.k.a. Mudd color t-shirts—
and used a slogan generator to create slogans for the t-shirts and then posed for a quite hilarious
picture. It was in the mid-2000s.
OG: What do you like the most about your job?
CP: The favorite part of my job is training and working with the student desk assistants and getting
to know them.

Director of the Seeley G. Mudd Library and Associate Professor Peter J. Gilbert
Ollin García: What’s your hometown and where were you born?
Peter Gilbert: I’m originally from the Minneapolis area.
OG: When did you start working at the library?
PG: August 1, 1990.
OG: What other positions did you have before becoming Director?
PG: I came here as a reference librarian and did reference and instruction. In 1999, I became the
Director of Instructional Technology. I was helping faculty use technology in their teaching.
OG: What did you do before joining the Mudd?
PG: After college, my wife and I lived in Virginia; we were full time volunteers at a place called
Innisfree Village, which was a residential community with development disabled adults. Then, we
moved back to…the upper Midwest. I went to graduate school at UW–Madison…it was Library and
Information Studies, a master’s program.
OG: What’s your main task as the library’s director?
PG: I tell people my main task is going to meetings [laughs]. Helping the people who work here help
the students and faculty do what they need to do: research, teaching and learning through library
stuff. I try to make sure that the library is organized in a way that can work and happen.
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Album Review

Film Review

“In a World…” reveals hidden Hollywood
Anastasia Skliarova
Staff Writer

________________________

This Sunday, the last night
of reading period—after some
unproductive days at home—
I found myself, as per usual,
needing to do homework but
feeling absolutely no motivation. What to do? Ah, but of
course: Netflix. I watched “In A
World…” for the sake of improving others’ procrastination via
instantly stream-able cinema—
you’re welcome, film buffs.
The 2013 comedy “In
A World…” starring, written, directed and co-produced
by Lake Bell has all the makings of a quirky masterpiece:
Demetri Martin, cringe-worthy
steam room scenes, mentions
of Sunny Delight, frequent references to sandwiches and an
awards show gone wrong.
The title refers to a phrase
immortalized by the late Don
LaFontaine, one of Hollywood’s
greatest voice actors. His is the
voice behind over 5,000 film
trailers, hundreds of thousands
of television advertisements
and even more voice work.
This dramatic opening line
has served to add intensity to
countless cinematic introductions and in “In A World…,”
several voice actors are fighting to resurrect this coveted
voice-over line in a trailer for an
upcoming Hunger Games-esque
film series about Amazonian
female warriors and their caveman enemies.
“In A World…” is the story
of Carol Solomon, played by
Lake Bell, the daughter of an
acclaimed voice actor. Fred
Melamed plays her father, Sam
Sotto, who constantly berates
her vocal abilities and belittles
her work as a vocal coach when
she struggles to find work in
voice-overs.
Sotto—who is in the throes
of a mid-life crisis and dating a

woman 30 years his junior—
claims that it takes a man’s
voice to properly convey tone,
pathos and every other crucial
dramatic element to an audience watching a movie trailer.
In addition to denigrating
her confidence and perpetuating sexist stereotypes in a maledominated industry, Sotto kicks
Carol, who is in her early thirties, out of his house in order
to live with his new girlfriend.
Carol is forced to move in with
her older sister Dani, played
by Michaela Watkins, and her
husband Moe, played by Rob
Corddry.

Although the sisterly
dynamic between Carol and
Dani seems a touch contrived,
Corddry’s authenticity as the
third-wheel husband balances out any awkwardness and
undoes any tension in their
scenes.
In addition to Carol’s
struggles to make her way in
the world of Hollywood voice
work, she picks up the burden
of her sister’s failing marriage, a
side plot that adds a surprising
amount of depth, sadness and,
eventually, optimism to the film.
As fate would have it, when
Carol stands in as a temporary
voice actor to cover a laryngitis-stricken Gustav Warner in
a rom-com trailer, her voice—a
woman’s voice—is chosen as

the best to represent the film.
Slowly but surely, she starts to
claim more and more trailers
and Gustav Warner, her father’s
slimy and even more chauvinistic protégé, is enraged.
Carol has shaken up their
boys’ club and Gustav, after
accidentally sleeping with
the woman who destabilized
his voice-over throne, battles
with her over the coveted “in
a world...” line. Demetri Martin
plays Louis, the sound technician who helps Carol challenge
the status quo of the voiceovers industry, is smitten with
her and is horrified by rumors
of her fraternizing with megascumbag Gustav and pursues
her.
Through all of this, Carol’s
main priorities are to have
integrity in her vocal work, to
prove her father wrong, help
her sister and brother-in-law’s
marriage and find independence in a male-dominated
business. Carol’s occasional
cluelessness and lack of guile
is very endearing, if at times a
little overdone. She is not your
typical protagonist, but by the
end of the movie, we are proud
of her progress.
“In A World…” won
Best Screenplay at the 2013
Sundance Film Festival and is
awaiting judgment at the 2014
Alliance of Women Journalists
Awards in the categories of
Best Woman Director and Best
Woman Screenwriter. Critical
reception has been very warm,
which is especially poignant
for a film that revolves around
women’s rights and was written
by a woman.
A little over an hour and
a half in length, “In A World…”
is entertaining and not too
time-consuming. Lake Bell
has come a long way since her
“Boston Legal” days and one
can only hope that she will continue her work as not only an
actor, but also a freshly minted
director and writer.

Avant-garde singer and
metal band collaborate
Izzy Yellen

For The Lawrentian

______________________

A little over a week ago,
singer-songwriter and composer Scott Walker and drone
metal band Sunn 0))) released
“Soused,” a 50 minute album
combining their two musical
styles. Because of their two different backgrounds, the album
encompassed a complex collage of sounds that showed its
listeners that all the musicians
involved had learned immensely from the experience.
Scott Walker started off
in the ‘60s as a pop singer
in The Walker Brothers until
he moved on to a solo career,
developing his composing
and arranging skills and singing more ballads with taboo
themes. After staying quiet for
a while, he started doing avantgarde and minimalist music.
His most recent album, “Bish
Bosch,” was very experimental
in its overall sound and production, using unconventional
instrumentations and production techniques.
Sunn 0))) has been creating a specific genre of metal—
drone metal—since the late
‘90s. The duo—who are often
accompanied by guest artists—is known for its ominous
soundscapes created by slow
tempos, heavy distortion, lots
of feedback and extremely high
volumes. The lack of melody
and rhythm makes their songs
incredibly sparse.
Based on the characteristics of each musician, it
made sense that they would at
least create one song together.
Walker’s operatic and dark
voice would fill in the melodyvoid and add a new and interesting texture to the layered
guitars and effects. Sunn 0)))

would provide Walker with a
whole new style instrumentation and myriad of sounds he
could experiment with. The
core concept of the album was
a win-win situation.
This album was the perfect next step for both journeys. Walker’s past couple
albums consisted of him singing over bizarre textures and
Sunn 0))) provided a whole
new texture for him to use.
Both Walker and Sunn 0))) use
many sounds that would not
usually be heard in albums,
such as a whip or hitting random objects. On this album,
they were both able to continue with that, creating varying
textures together.
Sunn 0))) does not typically have melodies or moving
lines that stick out, but with
Walker, they had a whole new
sound. Most of their music is
ambient, but a sung melody,
however sparse, adds an element that is prevalent in most
music—something that can be
hummed or sung by the listeners.
While this is not important, it does set this album
apart from most of Sunn 0)))’s
other albums. It seems that
with the years, they are getting
more and more open to putting in new elements in their
music. A few years before this,
they had an album with many
orchestral instruments and
a choir. With “Soused,” they
developed their sound even
more.
Scott Walker also tweaked
his overall sound with the
release of “Soused.” In his other
albums, he plays a significant
role in producing, composing
and arranging, and has very
specific ideas about the sound.
On his 2012 album, “Bish

See page 9
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“God Hates Astronauts” displays great weirdness and humor
Henry Dykstal
Staff Writer

__________________________

Let’s just get this out of
the way: God does not make an
appearance in Ryan Browne’s
“God Hates Astronauts Volume
1: The Head That Wouldn’t Die!”
I’m very sorry to report
that. I feel your disappointment.
The good news is that astronauts
do appear, and boy, the stuff they
go through makes that title pretty accurate.
To describe “God Hates
Astronauts” is an exercise in
summarization, one that will
ultimately fail due to how absolutely weird it is. I’ll do my best
here: for some reason, people
all over the world are trying to
launch themselves into space in

homemade rockets, only to have
a variety of horrific encounters,
including, but not limited to: a
race of tiger-people whose surnames come from their most
common action—for instance,
the wonderfully named “Admiral
Tiger-Eating-A-Cheeseburger;
the immortal John L. Sullivan,
who has kept himself alive a
hundred years after his defeat by
Joe Jackson and has recruited an
army of sentient, magic-wielding
bears to do his evil bidding; a
wide variety of ghosts.
Because NASA, led by the
esteemed Dr. Professor—a talking rhinoceros we’re told to
imagine has the voice of legendary actor Dean Stockwell—risks
losing credibility for every person who tries to launch themselves into space, they hire a
group of superheroes to stop the

various people who are doing
this.
Sadly, God appears to
hate NASA too, because the
superheroes, called the Power
Persons 5, are among the most
incompetent superheroes since
“Nextwave” appeared for 12
glorious issues back in the mid
2000s. Thankfully for us, these
five heroes are just as hilarious
as Nextwave’s merry mutants.
They include: Starfighter
(John C. Reilley), the son of
an alien warrior too lazy to
go home after he crashed and
discovered television. Starrior
(Maggie Gyllenhaal) his wife
who’s immensely fed up with
him. The Anti-Mugger (Burt
Reynolds) who just wants to
get back to his roots of fighting
muggers. The Impossible (A Fast
Food Speaker) who, even though

she can perform the impossible, can’t reunite this team, and
Craymok (Rip Torn). Nobody
knows what his thing is.
Suffice to say, The Power
Persons 5 end up doing everything but getting superheroing done. Starrior hooks up
with a deformed cowboy, The
Anti-Mugger gets hit by radiation and becomes a mutant,
Starfighter ends up getting his
head replaced by the ghost of
a cow’s head, turning him into
Star-Grass (John C. Reilley doing
a cow impersonation) and the
whole thing culminates in the
biggest divorce trial in history,
with a talking cat with a jetpack
and a Hippo who currently rules
Great Britain acting as the legal
counsels.
In summary, this is basically one of the weirdest, stupid-

est, and most hilarious things
you’ll read all year. With Image
Comics having given Browne and
“God Hates Astronauts” it’s own
series, and you can only expect

See page 10
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Faculty recital displays descent into madness
Lizzy Weekes

Staff Writer
_______________________

On Sunday October 26 at 8
p.m. Sumner Truax, a Lawrence
alumnus, and fellow Eastman
School of Music student Kurt
Galván presented a recital unlike
anything I could have possibly
imagined.
It was going to be an unusual
kind of recital. The music would
be continuous for 60 minutes
with a theme portraying a descent
into madness. In addition to
Truax on various saxophones and
Galván on piano, the program was
performed by a narrator reading
poetry. That night, the narrator
was none other than Lawrence’s
own Director of Opera Studies
and Associate Professor of Music
Copeland Woodruff.
The lights darkened suddenly, then rose again to reveal a
barefoot Woodruff muttering to
himself. An eerie melody intertwined with his words as Galván’s
fingers danced across the keyboard with dreamlike arpeggios.
Low, sustained baritone saxophone notes seemingly came from
nowhere.
This first piece, “Dream,” by
John Cage, represented a euphoric
state. As Truax later commented,
it is the first stage in madness.
Woodruff bellowed again
to signify the next piece, “Trou
Noir,” by Robert Lemay, and the

next stage in madness: the sudden yank.
A conflict between piano and
saxophone grew. Galván began
to pluck the strings of the piano,
and Truax made unbelievably high
noises through his saxophone.
Chaos ensued, and the audience
was pulled down a dark hole into
madness themselves. Truax finally emerged, circling through the
crowd while playing disturbing
drones. Woodruff writhed; Galván
and Truax spoke in tongues while
still managing to play.
Woodruff was now on the
floor surrounded by spilled pills.
The third piece, “Silence for a
Disturbed Yell,” by François Rossé,
began with an odd calm. The softest whisper of a note was heard
from Truax; Galván made forceful step-like notes. The tranquility was short-lived. Unpredictable
crescendos and near screeching
filled the chapel with unnatural
sound; the tongues returned, followed by forceful breathing and
brutal playing. Audience members
began to question their own sanity as the murky environment of
true insanity was created.
Suddenly, Woodruff chimed
in with more reading. He slowly rose from his crouch on the
ground. Truax picked up the
soprano saxophone. Galván sustained a note while Truax went
through torturous runs and trills.
His playing was harsh, grating
even. He later described this piece
as “schizophrenic.” If he truly had

his way, the lights would have shut
off, the room would have been
red, and the audience would have
been full of terror. This was true
madness.
A silence fell. Woodruff composed himself and put on his coat.
Truax picked up the alto saxophone for the last four-movement
piece: “Sonata for Alto Saxophone
and Piano,” by William Albright.
The whole program was centered
on this wonderfully mad music.
The first movement, “TwoPart Invention,” contrasted chaotic falls with soft and slow dissonance.
The second movement, “La
Follia Nuova,” the program’s
namesake, brought a seeming resolution. There was a smooth beauty with an underlying mystery.
The third movement, “Will o’
the Wisp,” picked up a bit, revealing a true sense of melancholy
and sadness. Dark piano chords
repeated again and again in agony.
The fourth and final movement, “Recitative and Mad Dance,”
truly emphasized a final madness.
Truax went off with quick trills.
There were eerie breaks and fluttering runs. Woodruff was at the
stage door. The piano broke back
in to resume the chaos. He was
gone in the enigmatic madness.
It all ended with an incredible flourish of finality by both
Truax and Galván. A second of
silence is followed by a standing
ovation.

Decoda brings music to Appleton community
Emma Arnesen

For The Lawrentian
____________________________________

This past July, Lawrence
University received a $16,700
Arts and Culture grant from
the Community Foundation for
the Fox Valley Region. With this
money, Lawrence has been able
to collaborate with Decoda, a
New York chamber ensemble, to
engage students, faculty and the
Appleton community in music.
Two Lawrence Conservatory
of Music faculty members,
Assistant Professor of Piano
Michael Mizrahi, and Assistant
Professor of Flute Erin Lesser, are
part of the thirty-member Decoda
chamber group. They have helped
pilot a program this past spring
to bring faculty and students of
Lawrence together to promote the
idea that music is applicable in
everyday life. Working together,
Lawrence University and Decoda
have already reached out to parts
of the Appleton community—
Riverview Gardens, Jefferson
Elementary School, the Appleton
warming shelter, and the food
pantry.
Mizrahi is a strong promoter
of music education and has been
playing piano since the age of four.

Avant-garde

continued from page 8
Bosch,” he had to instruct percussionists on how to hit a large slab
of meat to get the perfect sound
and acoustics. Since “Soused” was
a collaboration, he had to leave a
lot of the sound up to Sunn 0))).
Despite this, the musicians
were all able to work together

With a Bachelor of Arts from the
University of Virginia and a master’s and doctoral degree from the
Yale School of Music, Mizrahi’s
love for music is seen in his classroom and studio, as well as his
help in developing the Decoda
program.
“I’ve always loved the piano,
and I’ve also loved the way the
piano interfaces with other subjects that I’ve learned,” Mizrahi
stated. His interest in other subjects—physics, religion, and history—taught him that music is
not just about the instrument or
the notes, but rather, connecting
music to all different disciplines
and aspects of life.
Mizrahi went on to discuss
how the Decoda program has
been a huge success so far, especially by bringing music to “nontraditional” audiences. For example, Decoda visited the Fox Valley
Warming Shelter. He explained
that it has been exciting, being
able to visit venues that have
never had live music. Mizrahi says
he hopes the Decoda program will
“blast through the stereotype”
that only music-oriented people
can go to concerts.
Lawrence students have also
had the chance to observe the
Decoda program. A couple weeks

ago, the chamber group visited
Riverview Gardens and Jefferson
Elementary School, students were
able to experience how music can
be for everyone and everywhere,
not just for music students in a
studio or at a concert hall.
Mizrahi says that “students
can prepare to do some of [these]
themselves”, referring to the skills
of public speaking, critical thinking, and musical performance.
Music, he believes, is much more
than the composition on the
music stand. Valuable skills such
as abstract thinking are learned
from watching and listening to
musicians perform. In his own
studio, Professor Mizrahi employs
these skills by telling his students
to forget about the notes on the
page and focus on the imagery
and emotions the piece creates.
The Decoda program, though
only a couple years old, has already
impacted many different places in
the Appleton area by engaging
non-traditional audiences in the
importance of music in everyday
life. In the spring, Decoda will
be even more involved with the
university and the surrounding
neighborhood in creating more
musical experiences and giving
back to the Appleton community.

well. They all had ideas on the
sound and feel of the album and
were easily able to come together
to create something that wasn’t
just another record, but a culmination of two very different styles
of music.
I highly suggest this album,
but before you listen to it, listen to
some of the discography of each
artist to fully appreciate it. A lot of
it is difficult to listen to because it

is dissonant, lacks many elements
of music that the average person
is used to—such as melody or
rhythm—has disturbing lyrics or
is just overall grating, but despite
all this, one can appreciate the
musicality and experimental side
of it. This goes for both artists.
Listen and appreciate, but try not
to listen before you go to bed—it
can be very haunting.

Photos by Eric Lee

Morgan

continued from page 11
times it can be difficult to line
up two people’s busy schedules.
Letters provide a medium to say
more than a text or voice message
without the need to coordinate
schedules. For students studying
abroad, letters provide a great
way to communicate without having to harmonize different time
zones.
Digital messages can contain the same written message,
but the medium of a letter allows
the sender to say even more than
their words through the efforts
they made. The gesture says
something in itself.
While it takes more time to

send a note by mail, the recipient will be overcome with joy
as they open the envelope and
allow your words to wash over
them. Looking back at letters I
have received from relatives, it
means a lot to have a handwritten
message from family members no
longer around and to have shared
memories while living in two different locations.
If you would like to send a
letter to a loved one, feel free to
join me in the Ormsby lounge
on Nov. 4 at 9 p.m. There will be
paper, writing utensils, envelopes
and stamps available. The message sent to your friend or family
member may not reach them as
fast as a text message or email,
but trust me—it will mean a great
deal to them.

Best Traditional Pizza
Best Late-Night Dining
Best Take-Out/Delivery
FREE SUPER-MUNCHEEZ CHEEZY-BREADSTICKS
with any 14” or 16” Pizza!
FREE DELIVERY!

Ask for your Lawrence Discount!

920-749-1111
www.MuncheezPizzeria.com | 600 W. College Ave. Downtown Appleton
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STAFF EDITORIAL
On the fate of small group houses
The 2016–2017 academic year will include one of the most substantial changes in recent memory
to residence life at Lawrence University, the end of the housing options on Union Street, as well as Sabin
House. While Lawrence intends to renovate a section of Colman Hall in order to replace those spaces in
the short term, the need for varied options in theme and formal group housing remains clear.
Lawrence prides itself on its diverse, multi-interested student body. Such a unique population
demands similarly unique living spaces. In order to insure that its population receives a transformational, liberal education, Lawrence must continue its tradition of residences that have the potential to
change year by year to reflect students’ social, intellectual and aesthetic interests.

We all have distinct memories of theme houses: crowded concerts in Greenfire or Sinfonia, our first
time seeing the Art House walls or the feeling of safety caused by knowing there’s a dedicated safe space
for queer students at GLOW house. These memories exist in distinctive environments, and we hope that
similar memories can exist for many future Lawrentians.

Alternatives—such as requesting a floor or section of a residence hall for theme or formal group
use—may exist; however, they do not fully offer all of the benefits that a house might. Theme houses
facilitate a huge portion of our on-campus programming, and this is clearly impacted by the fact that
these groups have a dedicated common space in which they may host events. Further, a self-contained
physical space fosters a completely new relationship between peers. Sharing a common space, eating
together and fighting over the dirty dishes in a small, focused community are all unique opportunities
for student development that Lawrentians benefit from access to.

While we may appreciate these living options as a sort of “special feature” and acknowledge that
relatively few students may be able to access them before graduation, we believe that the future of these
group housing options lies not in their elimination, but in their eventual expansion. We hope the administration will keep this in mind as they continue to pursue more permanent solutions to this campus’s
complex housing problems.

“Astronauts”

continued from page 8
the sheer lunacy of it all
to get even better. Browne has

already released the first issue—
available at your local comic store,
or the internet if you hate small
businesses—with promises of
giant space crabs, more historical figures being turned evil, and

PHOTO POLL

even more ludicrous voice acting
suggestions, you owe it to yourself to get this immensely funny
book in your hands. Even if God
hates astronauts, he loves comics.
Especially this one.

Abedin Rafique
Photo Editor

What do you like and dislike about small group housing?

Club leaders on the playground
Danny Davis
Managing Editor

________________________

In my time at Lawrence,
within the various clubs I’ve been
involved with, I’ve encountered
many dramatic moments between
the officers of those student organizations. Sometimes, even the
smallest of student organizations
strain under the pressure of leadership, responsibility and goals.
I’ve seen some friendships wither
away because of student leadership, ending in an uneasy peace.
The analogy I wish to use
here, I think, shows just how easy
it is to lose sight of what is important when it comes to being a
student leader on this campus.
Imagine a playground and, on the
playground, a band of active, lightup-Sketcher-clad fifth-grade boys.
They’re the largest boys on
the playground now that they’re
in the fifth grade. They’re energetic, athletic and competitive, and
each day during recess, they play
pretend war.
Athleticism, confidence and
charisma are the stuff of the pretend generals. Each day it is the
same few boys on the playground
that have the confidence to step
up and play general.
Sometimes, though, the
generals get hung up in armchair strategy. They draw little
diagrams of the playground on
their math notebooks and doodle
battle plans. They obsess and try
to instill their passion for pretend
war in their comrades.
Except most don’t catch on.
While a few boys take their role
as general very seriously, many

For The Lawrentian

____________________________________

“The smaller spaces create
a unique atmosphere both
socially and inhabitance.”
–Brandin Kreuder

“The spaces work really well
with parties - they’re open but
still intimate.”
–Perrin Tourangeau

“Houses facilitate constant
conversations about
the group’s goals.”
–Cate Bentley

“It’s unclear how much
campus life and facility srevices
are supposed to be involved in
house maintenance.”
–Margaret Koss

“Some houses just don’t feel
warm enough because of the
layout.”
–Ryan Lofstrom

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and
community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the authors. The
Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which
represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to
submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.

See page 6

Yik Yak at Lawrence

Margaret Johnson

“I wish they had better
ventilation.”
–Trent Guerrero

are much happier simply playing
a game of controlled chaos, playing out their roles on the pretend
battlefield very loosely.
Sometimes, when things
don’t go according to the battle
plan, the generals get upset and
kick, cry and yell at their soldiers
for not doing a good enough job,
or for doing things their own way
for the sake of enjoyment and
satisfaction; this sours the experience for those who take it less
seriously.
The strangest thing about the
games we play as kids is that those
experiences can have an immense
effect on the way we develop into
adolescents and adults. Maybe
fifth graders play pretend, but the
playground is where real generals, presidents and CEOs are born.
The playground is an environment
that fosters our personalities, values and confidence as leaders.
Thus, the roles of leadership
that we acquire in college are like
the role as playground general.
While some spots are competitive, being a leader often depends
entirely on the drive to lead and
has much less to do with the raw
qualifications. And rightfully so.
We live in a bubble. Rather
than having full careers, we test
the waters in various administrative and leadership positions. We,
like fifth graders, role-play. Some
of us play pretend accountant,
such as myself—I manage payroll
and some financial operations for
this fine newspaper—some of us
play pretend politician—such as
those who serve as high-ranking
officers in LUCC—and others
play a role that’s somewhere in

Yik Yak is the newest craze
among social media platforms.
The increasingly popular app
allows its users to post anonymously and creates a feed based
on its users’ location. While anonymity may seem appealing to
users because of the protection
it provides, the app’s intention of
protecting its users also protects
those who misuse the app.
Anonymity encourages users
to post things they would not typically say. When a user’s name
and face is not associated with his
or her words, users are not held
accountable. The lack of accountability makes way for racist,
homophobic and sexually explicit
comments, as well as threats, to
be posted and spread. There have
already been many high-profile
incidents in which the app has
been used inappropriately, even
dangerously.
As far as the use of Yik Yak on
college campuses, similar problems have occurred. At Colgate
University there was a three-day
sit-in on campus during which
300 students protested the treatment of minority groups and the
lack of diversity on campus. The
protest was sparked by racist
comments posted on Yik Yak such
as, “White people won life, Africa
lost, sorry we were so much better than you that we were literally
able to enslave you to our will.”
A controversy at Rowan

University in New Jersey revolved
around a sex tape that was posted
online and shared through Yik
Yak. Two male students posted
the tape without the permission
of the female student shown in
the tape.
The video took place at the
Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity of
which both male students were
members. The male students
are now facing suspension from
the university for violating the
Student Code of Conduct and have
resigned from their fraternity. No
criminal charges are being made.
The SUNY Canton campus
received multiple threats from
a student via Yik Yak. The first
threat read, “This is a message to
all SUNYCanton students, if you
value your life do not go to class
tomorrow, I plan on killing myself
but before that I plan on taking
as many of you worthless piles of
crap, be ready.”
The campus experienced a
lockdown, during which classes
were cancelled and students were
taken into shelter and escorted
by police throughout campus. The
police investigation was able to
connect the crime back to a student who is now in custody.
Pennsylvania State University
experienced similar threats via
Yik Yak. A student posted a threat
that he would bring an assault
rifle and kill everyone on campus.
After the student was discovered
by the police and arrested, he
claimed that the post was intend-
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Don’t forget snail mail
Jess Morgan
Staff Writer

________________________

Snail mail is too easily dismissed. With all of the technology at our fingertips, it is almost
unheard of to send or receive letters. Text messages and emails
are received much more quickly,
but they’re not as personal as
the art of a written note. While
we’re away at college, letters are a
great way to stay connected with
people we care about.
Sending a letter may not be
the best way to communicate with
someone you speak with regularly. Due to the time required
for mail to travel, faster means of
communication are more convenient for people constantly kept
in the loop.
However, the medium of
writing letters is still relevant. For
those who don’t know everything
about your day—from the gum
you stepped in that morning to
what you had for lunch that afternoon—a letter is a great way to
catch up.
Nothing beats the excitement
of getting a hand-written letter
in the mail. Seeing the name of
a loved one written on a crisp,
white envelope takes the dullness
out of going through the bills,
coupons and advertisements one
would normally find in their mailbox. Suspense builds while fumbling with the licked-shut seal,
curiosity building about the message it contains.
Letters imply a greater personal touch than email. Sure,
computers allow senders to use

fun fonts, color and emoticons,
as well as the ability to attach
documents or photos. However,
nothing beats the warmth that
comes with the unique font of a
loved one’s handwriting. Getting a
drawing, printed photo or homemade card made by another’s
hand is simply more special than
the pixels put together on our
screen.
Emails are easily lost at the
bottom of our inbox, but letters
are tangible objects that we can
tack onto our corkboard, a constant reminder that someone
cares. We might receive over 100
emails over the course of the
week. How many letters do we
receive?
Letters, a rare treat, are
received with more care. The
arrival of a letter causes us to
slow down and find a comfortable place to sit while absorbing its message. The physicality
of the memo provides a cherished
keepsake from someone we don’t
see often or perhaps isn’t around
anymore.
Not only is snail mail still a
valuable form of communication,
it may be one of the most efficient
ways to reach out to a member
of an older generation. We are
still young, but our grandparents
may not have an email, cellphone
or Facebook. Living in retirement
with an uneventful, repetitive
schedule, a surprise letter from a
grandchild would put a little pep
in their walker-assisted steps.
Skype and phone calls are
a great way to catch up, but at

See page 9

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
To the Editor:

[Trigger warning: The following letter discusses rape.]

According to page 13 of “Rape and Sexual Assault: A Renewed Call to Action” released by the White
House Council on Women and Girls in January 2014, one in four women will be raped in their lifetime.
Often, instead of addressing this issue and protecting survivors, a dialogue about “false rape accusations”
follows. The Letter to the Editor seen in last week’s issue of The Lawrentian is an example of the dangers
of perpetuating such a conversation.
There were many things wrong with the article, including, but not limited to, a lack of citations, a
report from India—an area of the world with very different cultural internalizations regarding sexual
misconduct—an example of false rape related to a celebrity and inflammatory language. We’re here to
explain why the discussion of false rape accusations perpetuates rape culture and hurts survivors, and
to explain what the real facts are.
By definition, false rape is intentionally reporting a rape when no event has occurred, resulting from
unfounded or unproved evidence of an assault. In 2010, clinical psychologist David Lisak published a
report about false rapes after studying an American university for a decade. His findings? Eight out of
the 136 reported rapes were false, 5%.
Here are some facts: According to the National Crime Victimization Survey, 12% of rapes during 2005-2010 resulted in an arrest or formal accusation. According to Dr. Kimberly A. Lonsway, Sgt.
Archambault and Dr. David Lisak, after an 18-24 month case study of American data, 2-8% of the rapes
reported were false accusations. Not 8-41%, like Rhys reported without citation. Rape is a chronically
underreported crime, with only 12% of all rapes that occur being reported. Using statistics from the
FBI and the Department of Justice, the odds of a straight man—the overwhelming target group—being
falsely accused of rape are 2.7 million to one. A straight man is 631 times more likely to play professional
football in the NFL than to be falsely accused of rape (1 in 4,278).
It is blatantly clear that persistent false rape accusations are largely a myth. The tendency to overestimate the percent of false rape accusations is easy to understand; look at how media accounts of rape
accusations against athletes or major media figures are handled, and look at how we treat a woman
when she comes forward about an incident. We, as a society, have been socialized to question a woman
coming forward instead of questioning the man she names as her attacker.
According to the White House’s Violence Against Women Act of 2014, 51% of all rapes are committed by someone the victim was previously or was currently intimate with. No woman wants to come forward about such a traumatic and horrifying occurrence as rape, especially not if she knew her attacker,
and especially on a small campus like Lawrence. It takes bravery and strength.
In closing, it is reported that men are 82,000 times more likely to be raped than be falsely accused
of rape. With one in four women and one in 33 men surviving rape in their lifetime, it’s time to turn the
conversation to how rape culture affects all of us instead of getting paranoid about false accusations.
-- Cate Bentley and Hannah Shryer, LUCC Task Force: SAASHA
Endorsed by Amy Uecke, Erin Buenzli, Ruth Lunt, Scott Radke, Karen Bruno, Susie Muenster, Steven
Spears, Lisa Simmons—SHARB Faculty Board

Greek life as a positive force: An insider’s perspective
Aubrey Klein
Staff Writer

________________________

Why is it that most every
time I open up The Lawrentian to
an opinion piece or comic about
Greek life it’s pointedly antiGreek? This year it’s been “Greek
system inherently flawed” and a
“North by Midwest” comic portraying what seems to be the utter
inability to understand Greek life,
and that’s during just the first few
weeks of Fall Term.
All this misunderstanding
makes me want to run outside
and scream out across campus,
“I am a proud member of Greek
life and you’ve got it all wrong!”
I see negative attitudes towards
Greek life, not only in opinions
expressed in The Lawrentian, but
across campus as well.
The saying goes that everyone is entitled to their own opinion; I believe that, but with the
caveat that a well-informed opinion is worth more attention and
consideration. That’s precisely
what frustrates me the most
about many anti-Greek opinions:
that people outside of Greek life
think they are educated enough
about it and its members to judge
and create stigmas against Greek
life without really knowing what
it’s like to be a part of it.
On the other hand, I understand and respect the opinions of
those who have a valid critique
of Greek life, even if I don’t necessarily agree. Take the recent
article “Greek system inherently

flawed” written by Gus Murphy,
who was a member of the men’s
music honorary society, Phi Mu
Alpha Sinfonia, for three years.
While I disagree with many of
his points, I recognize the merit in
his argument. In fact, like Murphy,
I would like to see some changes
in a Greek system that has historically been gender-segregated.
I especially appreciate
Murphy’s point that some of the
things he dislikes about Greek
life are due more to “flaws in the
groups’ structures than any individuals’ actions,” which acknowledges that it is the national rules
and guidelines, rather than individual Greek students, that can
make the idea of “going Greek”
hard to swallow for some.
I personally have found a
lot to love in Greek life, but that
doesn’t mean everybody will,
and Murphy is speaking from an
informed perspective that certainly makes his argument valid.
Nevertheless, it is truly hard to
understand Greek life from the
outside looking in, even if this
seemingly plays into the idea that
Greek life is exclusive.
It just seems ridiculous to me
that you would try to judge something you’ve never experienced, or
have only seen from the outside.
If you still don’t get it, it’s kind of
like this:
“Hey what do you think of
that new movie with George
Clooney?”
“Don’t waste your time. It’s
shallow and cliché, and the acting
sucked.”
“Oh really?”

“Yea, I didn’t see the actual
movie but I saw all the previews
and read about it online so I’m
probably right.”
See what I mean? This is coming from someone who has experienced the difference between
what you think you know about
Greek life and what it’s really like.
Personally, I was unsure of joining
a sorority my freshman year so,
when recruitment rolled around, I
chickened out. But when I studied
abroad my sophomore year, two
other Lawrence students in my
program, who just happened to
be in sororities, became my best
friends.
These girls never forced me
to go through recruitment or
bragged about their respective
sororities ad nauseam. What they
did do was encourage me to go
Greek through the kind actions
and words that led to our friendship and showed me what a proud
sorority woman acts like.
On that note, I think Greek
life at Lawrence needs an image
change; I want to contribute by
giving some insight into the sorority side of things, the side I can
speak from. While I know that I
can’t speak for every sorority girl,
I can speak for myself and for my
sisters, and here’s what I have to
say.
I’m a sorority woman—but
that doesn’t mean you know me,
even if you think you do. In a lot
of ways, sororities are just like any
other organization or generalized
group of people: There is a stereotype and while some people will
inevitably fit that stereotype, not

all of us do.
I wear my letters with pride
because I am proud to be a part
of my sorority and the Greek system. I am proud to represent a
national organization with sisters
all across the globe. I love knowing that I am a part of something
that will last long after my years
at Lawrence because when I made
my pledge, I made it for life. I’m
proud to maintain a high academic standard, to give back through
philanthropy, and to know what it
means to be a leader.
I can’t imagine my life without the goofy, smart, talented
and caring women that I have the
privilege to call my sisters. My
membership dues don’t pay for
my friends, but instead allow me
to pursue the ideals of sisterhood,
scholarship, leadership and philanthropy with my friends.
While these are a few of the
reasons I love Greek life, I recognize that it is by no means perfect
and that its members are not without fault. Sexual assault and alcohol abuse are prevalent problems
on college campuses and, unfortunately, Greek life and culture can
sometimes exacerbate these problems. It shouldn’t have to be said
that when crimes are committed
by students they should face the
consequences swiftly and fully.
This is no different for Greek
students. However, I believe that,
unless it becomes a systemic
problem within an organization,
students should be treated on an
individual basis. It is simply not
fair to generalize that all members of an organization are bad

or immoral based on the objectionable behavior of one individual. When Greek students break
conduct, they break their pledge,
and they should not be allowed to
represent an organization whose
ideals they do not uphold.
But, as in the news, the bad
tends to outweigh the good;
instances of scandal and misbehavior are well-known while the
successes and merits of sorority and fraternity members stay
under wraps. So here’s a fun fact
for you: Nationally, graduation
rates are higher for students who
are a part of Greek life versus
non-Greek students, 71% versus
50%. This is just one example of
the ways in which participating
in Greek life pushes students to
maintain high standards, including academically, and provides
them with a support system to
reach their goals.
I know that much of what
I’m saying will fall on deaf ears.
Maybe you’ve heard this all before
and you’re not convinced. Maybe
people won’t read this article or, if
they do, they will continue to stereotype Greek life based on a few
people they know or one scandal
they heard about.
So let this be a call to all my
fellow Greek students to uphold
the principles and values we
pledged when we became members of our respective organizations. And to those that aren’t in
Greek life, please reconsider the
image that comes to mind when
you hear the words “sorority girl”
or “frat guy.”
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continued from page 3
the entryway. Even though I had
slept throughout the entire bus
ride, my roommate and I crashed
on our puffy white beds, cradling
supersize bottles of water we had
bought downstairs.
The next morning, we woke
up early to file onto the bus again,
but this time for a tour of the city.
Our tour guide, a short gray haired
man with wire spectacles, referenced billboards with the king’s,
Mohammed VI, face sternly but
benevolently gazing out.
“Our king is a very generous, very kind king,” he said. We
laughed uneasily, skepticism of
monarchies heavily engrained
into our American upbringing.
The bus dropped us off outside of the Fes el Bali, one of the
medinas in Fes. Our tour guide
gave us explicit instructions to not
drift off, because the streets of the
medina are narrow and impossibly twisted. He brought us first
to a rug store, the walls and ceilings of which were covered with
thick rugs that were beautifully
and impossibly expensive. I got
into an altercation with one of the
sellers, who took my reluctance to
CORRECTION: In the Oct. 24 issue
of The Lawrentian, an article incorrectly cited that a number of small
group houses will not be available next year. The houses wil be
assigned again for next year, and
they will cease to be student residences at the end of the 2015–
2016 academic year.

pay the equivalent of $100 for a
rug to be me playing hard-to-get
as a barterer. In truth, I was just
bad at bartering, and he gave up
after I started stress-crying.
We moved on, me sadly without a rug, to a perfumery. The men
in the store passed around bottles
of perfumes and lipsticks said to
look good with any complexion.
Students went crazy, loading up
on Christmas presents for friends
and family back home. I stuck with
buying a few spices, as I was hoping to save my dirhams for the
scarf store, which came up next.
In this bartering, I proved
more successful. “Impossible!”
yelled the salesman when I
named my first price. “Completely
impossible! Not even worth the
materials!” He stormed off, and
then came by once again several minutes later to reiterate,
“Impossible!” I wandered among
the stacks of silken scarves, trying to look disinterested and calm
as my heart was beating in the
chase of a decent price. Another
salesman sidled up to me, and we
resumed the bargaining. I walked
out with two scarves, probably
still fleeced for the price but feeling slightly more successful.
As we walked through the
streets, shopkeepers noticed the
pack of strange American college

students with hardly a second
glance. My friend took photos of
their fruits and meats that sat out
waiting to be bought by customers. Construction rang loud in our
ears, and donkeys swung their
hips around us as we stumbled
through. In the streets, woven
awnings keep most of the hot sun
off, and the buildings are built
close together to provide shade.
Even so, sweat stuck my shirt to
my back and flies began to buzz
curiously around us. Finally, we
ducked into the leather shop.
The smell was incredibly bad.
They led us up to the roof to look
out over an enormous plot of land
with huge vats to dye the leather.
From the bird’s eye view, they
looked like little pots of magic
potion. Inside, the walls were
hung with leather bags in every
shade, shoes, coats and sheaths
for swords. My friend Steven
bought a ridiculously overpriced
jacket, and we all decided he was
crazy. He, however, was beaming.
Our walk back to the bus was
blessedly short, as we were all
laden with our bags of the day. I
examined mine closely, wondering if I could actually buy a piece
of Morocco.
To be continued…
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